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Why does it matter: Clouds have a high Albedo
G
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Focus on Marine Cold Air
Outbreaks (CAOs)

I low-level clouds in winter & shoulder
seasons, post-frontal conditions

I surrogate to mixed-phase Sc at higher
latitudes (Zelinka et al., 2020)

I challenging for Earth System Models
(ESMs) in present-day climate
(Remillard and Tselioudis, 2014)

I building on earlier work (e.g., Klein et
al., 2009), goal is to better represent
CAOs in the NASA GISS ModelE3

ACTIVATE Campaign

I multi-year NASA campaign dedicating
off-summer resources to CAOs

I unique set of in-situ and remote sensing
observations to study aerosol-cloud and
mixed-phase processes

ssec.wisc.edu
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LES and SCM in a Lagrangian Framework
General Setup
I similar to de Roode et al. (2019) and as motivated by Pithan

et al. (2018) use moving coordinate system following MBL
horizontal wind

I nudging (τ = 1 h):
- imposing wsub(z , t)
- 〈T 〉(z , t) and 〈qv 〉(z , t) in FT
- 〈u〉(z , t) and 〈v〉(z , t) above 500m

I diagnostic immersion Ninp (Ovchinnikov et al., 2014)
I simplified radiation using Beer’s law

DHARMA Large-Eddy Simulations
I mixed-phase 2-moment microphysics (following Morrison et

al., 2009)
I diagnostic or prognostic aerosol (1-moment)

Single Column Model of NASA’s ModelE3
I Bretherton and Park (2009) PBL scheme
I 2-moment cloud microphysics (following Gettelman and

Morrison, 2015)
I diagnostic aerosol (future prognostic)
I crutch: specified with LES surface fluxes
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Cloud Transitions in Cold Air Outbreaks
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LES to study transition speed
General findings
I transition initiated by substantial rain
I CCN loss as integral part of the transition, similar to Sc-to-Cu

transitions (Yamaguchi et al., 2017)
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Ice preconditions the MBL to transition faster
(Tornow et al., 2021 - in review at ACPD)
I primarily through riming-related processes

(1) cloud ice reduces LWP
(2) more rapid Nc reduction
(3) earlier precipitation of riming-grown crystals and

cooling-moistening of sub-cloud layer
I concentration-dependent impact
I acting prior to rain onset, we describe the combination as

preconditioning by riming
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Comparison with ModelE3’s SCM - in progress
SCM vs. LES
I agreement better than

expected
I earlier rain formation
I shallower MBL and smaller

peak LWP
I cloud breakup represented as

transition to convective
scheme

Next Steps
I remove crutches:

- reconcile differences in
surface fluxes

I prognostic aerosol in SCM
I sensitivity to warm and cold

precip. formation

Case setup available
upon request
I please contact

florian.tornow@nasa.gov

florian.tornow@nasa.gov
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